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Every year, the rulers of the realm gather in secret to consult the High Oracle.   She shuffles her deck of Fate and reveals the wonders 

and horrors that will befall their kingdoms.  But Fate is fluid.  The events themselves cannot be prevented, but they can be... 

shifted.  Redirected.  This Council of Kings plays a game with the highest of stakes, for the Fates of their kingdoms are in their hands. 

 

Setting Up:  The Fate Deck:  Auction games in general can have strategies that are difficult to grasp on your first game.  It is 

recommended that you try the basic game before plunging in to the full game.  Basic Game:  To play the basic game, locate the 12 

cards with Basic in the bottom left corner.  Shuffle them, then deal the top 3 into a pile.  Add the “Game Ends” card to that pile and 

shuffle it.  Place the remaining 9 cards on top, and your Fate deck is set up.  Advanced Game:  If you are ready for the advanced 

game, shuffle all the Fate cards, and deal 9 of them in a pile.  Add the "Game Ends" card to that pile and shuffle it.  Finally, add 5 Fate 

cards per player to the top of the pile, and your Fate deck is ready.    

 

Setting up:   Everything Else: Each player is given a player mat that represents their Populace, and places it in their Kingdom.  

Each player starts with 10 coins and 3 Favors.  Randomly select a player to be the auctioneer, and start the first Auction! 

 

Your Kingdom:  Your Kingdom is your individual play area.  Players can only interact with Heroes and Monsters in their own 

Kingdom.  You cannot attack Monsters outside your Kingdom.  Whenever a Fate card is bought, it goes in your Kingdom. 
 

Favors:  Favors are single use special abilities.  Some Favors 

have special abilities when they are played as Bargains, some can 

be played right before buying a card, and some can be played in 

the Action phase.  Favors state when they can be played on the 

card.  All Favors may be used to Bargain.   

 

Fate Cards:  There are three types of Fate cards:  Good, Evil, 

and Events.  Good and Evil cards will be auctioned off during the 

Auction phase.  Events activate immediately and are then 

discarded. 

 

Good Cards:  Good cards start with a number of coins on 

them equal to their starting cost.  The current cost is the number of coins remaining on the card.  To buy a Good card, the player must 

pay coins equal to the current cost of the card.  When a Hero is purchased, it enters your Kingdom with a number of Order counters 

on it equal to its starting Order value.  Blessings are Good cards that give benefits, but not Order. 

 

Evil Cards:  Evil cards have a grey background behind the name of the card.  To buy an evil card, the player must simply take it 

and place it in their Kingdom.  If there are any coins on the card, the player may take them.  (Hint:  You never have to take a card for 

nothing.  You can always tax your people to pay for bidding.)  When a Monster is purchased, it enters your Kingdom with a number of 

Chaos counters on it equal to its starting Chaos value.  Curses are Evil cards that have downsides, but not Chaos. 
 

Events:  Events are cards that affect all players.  After following the text on the card, the Event is discarded, and the Auctioneer 

starts a new Auction. 
 

Class:  Heroes and Monsters have a class.  Classes have no effect on their own, but they may be influenced by special abilities. 

 

  



Auction Phase 
To start a new Auction, the Auctioneer reveals the top card of the Fate deck.  If it is an Event, resolve the text on the card, then start a 

new Auction.  If it is a Good card, place coins on it from the bank equal to its starting cost.  Then, starting with the Auctioneer and 

going clockwise, players take turns bidding on the card until it is bought. 

 

During a player's turn, they may perform one of three actions: 

 

1) Bid:  Bidding allows players to pass on a card.  To bid on an Evil card, pay 1 coin on to the Fate card up for auction, then 

pass the card to the left.  To bid on a Good card, take 1 coin from the Fate card up for auction, then pass the card to the left. 

 

2) Bargain:  Bargaining allows you to play Favors from your hand instead of bidding.  If you bargain, place a Favor face down 

in front of you, and pass the Fate card to the left.  Some Favors have special effects when played as a bargain.  All Favors 

will be revealed when the card is bought, and any effects will be resolved then unless the card says otherwise. 

 

3) Buy:  Buying allows you to take the Fate card up for auction, and any associated benefits or costs.  When you buy an Evil 

card, place the card in your Kingdom, and gain all the money on the card.  To buy a Good card, pay coins to the bank equal 

to the cost of the card (the number of coins currently on it, not the starting cost) and place the card in your Kingdom.  Any 

money on the Good card is returned to the bank.  If the card is a Monster, place Chaos on it equal to its Chaos rating.  If the 

card is a Hero, place Order on it equal to its Order rating.  Whenever a player buys a card, Good or Evil, they take the 

Auctioneer marker and give it to the player on their left. 

 

Action Phase 
After each Auction phase is an Action phase.  During the Action phase, players may activate abilities of cards in their Kingdom, play 

Favors, or make attacks.  The Action phase does not occur after Events or when the “Game Ends” card is revealed.  When everyone 

decides they have no more actions to play, the Auctioneer begins a new Auction. 

 

Making an attack:  To make an attack, the player chooses a Hero with Order counters, and a Monster with Chaos counters. Remove 

one Order counter from the Hero to remove one Chaos counter from the attacked Monster.  When a Monster has no more Chaos 

counters on it, it is discarded into the discard pile.  Heroes with no Order remain in your Kingdom, as they can be worth points at the 

end of the game.  Players may make any number of attacks per Action phase. 

 

Miscellaneous 
 

Death:  Some abilities cause heroes to die.  When a Hero dies, it is discarded into the discard pile. 

 

Taxes:  Players may choose to tax their people at any time.  To tax their people, players take 1 Chaos and place it in their Populace to 

gain 3 coins.  Chaos in a player's Populace is cumulative with Chaos on Monsters in their Kingdom. 

 

End of the Game 
 

End of the Game:  The game ends when the "Game Ends" card is revealed.  The game ends immediately:  Players may not play 

Favors, and there is no final Action phase.  Players score 1 point per coin in their Kingdom, plus the points listed on all Heroes in their 

Kingdom.  Players then lose points for Chaos counters.  Add all the Chaos counters in your Kingdom together (it does not matter if 

they are on Monsters or in your Populace from Taxes).  The first Chaos counter is worth -1 point, the second is worth -2 points, the 

third -3 points, the fourth -4 points, and all further Chaos counters are worth -5 points.  If the final score is tied, all tied players win. 

 

Scoring Example:  Look at the Kingdom to the 

right.  The player has 16 coins remaining, so they 

score 16 points, plus 4 for Goldentongue.  They have 

2 Chaos on Kobolds, and 1 Chaos on the Troll.  3 

Chaos is worth -6 points.  So their total score is  

16 (coins) + 4 (Heroes) – 6 (Chaos) for a total of 14 

points. 


